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The Use of the Neutron 
Moderated Detector for 
Analysing Cosmic Ray 
Events 

A neutron counter surrounded by a 7,5 em paraffin wax moderator 
has recorded cosmic rays at Sanae since May 1971. II follows from 
the variation in counting rate of this neutron moderated detector 
(NMD) relative to the variation recorded by the neutron monitor 
(NM64) during cosmic ray events, that the NMD has a higher 
sensitivity lor !ow-energy cosmic rays than the NM 64. A differen
tia! response function lor sea level was derived from aircraft 
latitude surveys, and used to calculate regression coefficients for 
the relative variation in counting rates of the NMD and NM64. 

Introduction 
Neutron counters, surrounded by moderators of 
various thicknesses and atomic masses, played an 
important part in the development of the neutron 
monitor as we know it today. Neutron counters 
were used on latitude surveys (Si111pso11, 1951) to 
record the latitudinal variation of secondary cosmic 
ray neutrons, and to measure the cosmic ray energy 
spectrum (Heu et a!., 1959), but not to record 
secondary cosmic rays continuously over long 
periods. 

The neutron moderated detector (N.i\ID) has a 
much larger latitude dependence than the neutron 
monitor (NM64) at aircraft altitudes, and the energy 
response of the NMD is lower than that of the 
N.i\164 (Hess eta!., 1959). These facts suggest that 
the differential response function of the NMD is 
not the same as that of the NM64. This should also 
be apparent 2t sea-level. Consequently the NMD 
may be used to follow the time history in the func
tional dependence of a cosmic ray event, when an 
~:\JD is operated together with an N:\I64. 

A neutron moderated detector was installed at 
the South African Antarctic base, Sanae, for long 
enough to compare t:te variation in counting rate 
of the NMD ·with the 3NM64 neutron monitor at 
Sanae during cosmic ray events. Sanae, \Vith its 
cutoff rigidity at 1,02 GV and with soo\v the only 
changing material in its Yicinity, pmvides an 
acceptable location to operate an NMD. In this 
paper experimental details of the NMD arc given 
together \vith preliminary results obtained during 
the period from 1 May 1971 to 1 September 1972. 
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'n Neutrontelbuis met 7,5 em paraffienwas daaromheen is sedert 
Mel 1971 gebruik om kosmiese strafe te Sanae te regislreer. Deur 
die variasie in teltempo van hierdie neutrongemodereerde detek· 
tor (NMD) met die variasie in tellempo van die neutronmonitor 
(NM64) tydens kosmiese straa/-gebeurtenisse te vergefyk, is 
bevind dat die NMD gevoeliger vir kosmiese strafe van fae ener
gie as die NM64 is. 'n Differensiefe intensiteitsverfoop vir seevfak 
uit breedtegraadopnames op vliegtuighoogtes afgefei en gebruik 
om regressieko/3/fisiente vir die refatiewe variasie in teltempo's 
van die NMD en die NM64 te bereken. 

Experimental Details 
A neutron counter without any moderator around 
it records neutrons that are thermalized in the at
mosphere and that are products of star reactions 
in matter of high atomic mass in the vicinity of the 
detector. Such a detector will be susceptible to 
changes in humidity, temperature and the presence 
of clouds. By surrounding the counter with a 
moderator, the atmospheric thermal neutrons and 
environmentally produced neutrons are absorbed, 
while higher energy atmospheric neutrons are 
thermalized by the moderator and recorded by the 
counter. 

From the experimental work of Hattou & 
CarJJJicbael (1964) it appears that a moderator with 
a thickness of 7,5 em is sufficient to reduce the 
environmentally produced neutrons to a negligible 
level relative to atmospheric cosmic ray neutrons. 
The results of ~Hess eta!. (1959) on the response of 
neutron moderated detectors to external neutrons 
of known energies show that an N1-1D with a 
moderator thickness of 7,5 em has a much lower 
neutron energy response than a neutron monitor. 

The N1ID at Sanae consists of a BP28 Chalk 
River neutron counter surrounded by 7,5 em of 
paraffin wax, cast between cylindrical double walls 
of fibreglass, as shown in Fig. 1. It is housed in a 
temperature-controlled "\Vooden box, and was about 
3m above the snow levrcl early in 1971. Snow ac
cumuhtes at a rate of about 1,5 m per annum, with
out any observable effect (within statistical limits) 
on the counting rate of the NMD. The hourly 
counting rate, which is of the order of 4 X 103, 
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FRONT VIEW 

Fig. 1. The cmutructiou of the A' AID at Sanae, shwPiug: 1- 7,5 em 
parr'!fjin 11•ax moderator, 2 - po{ycth)'lene reflector, 3 - BP28 

umfrou cormter, and 4- rupporting timber. 

as well as that of the NM64, has been recorded 
continuously since May 1961 by the same automatic 
readout system. 

The Differential Response Ftmctions 
In Fig. 2 differential response functions of the 
NMD and of the NM64 neutron monitor ate shown, 
both for sea-level and for the time of maximum 
cosmic ray intensity (?day 1965). The curve for the 
N.M64 was obtained from the latitude survey of 
Crrr!llichael & Bercovitch (1969) and was adjusted 
towards lower rigidities to take account of solar 
proton flare data recorded by the neutron monitors 
at Calgary and Sulphur 1-lountain (11fatbm·s el a!., 
1971). The curve for the NMD was obtained from 
the latitude variation in counting rates of N.i\fD's 
at 9 150 m pressure altitude, transformed to sea
level by a suitable attenuation coefficient function. 
This latter function was derived from height
intensity readings taken at different pressure levels 
in steps of about 50 mm Hg from 9 150m pressure 
altitude to near sea-level. These height-intensity 
readings were taken at six locations with cutoff 
rigidities ranging from 3 to 14 GV during survey 
flights in 1971. 

The differential response curve derived for the 
NMD at sea-level from aircraft surveys was re
adjusted towards lo-..ver rigidities to account con
sistently for the results of the solar proton flare 
event of 1-2 September 1971 (.Mischke et al., 1973). 

Eleven-year Variation and Forbush 
Decreases 
Fractional decreases for eleven-year modulation 
and Forbush decreases are derived from the equa
tion 
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(1 - e -M(P))dP (1) 

where N 0 is the counting rate of the detector, 
estimated for the reference time t 0, and dN0/dP 
is the differential response function of the detector 
at time t0 for primary cosmic ray particles of rigidi
ty P. The differential responses dNofdP are derived 
from the May 1965 function shown in Fig. 2 by a 
suitable modulation function. Above 15 GV the 
differential response functions for May 1965 are 
approximated by AP-Y. For the NMD it was found 
that y = 1,61 at sea-level, using the method of 
Webber & Qumby (1959), while for the NM64, 
y = 1,57. 

The modulation function used to describe the 
cosmic ray variation with respect to the reference 
time t 0 may be written as 

M(P) ~ M 
p" 

(2) 

'\vhere !';,71 is determined by the degree of modula
tion after the time t 0• 

As the reference time for the eleven-year varia
tion, the time of minimum cosmic ray modulation, 
in May 1965, is used. The results of a regression 
analysis on daily average counting rates of the 
NMD relative to the neutron monitor at Deep 
River (which has a high counting rate) for the period 
1 May 1971 to 31 December 1971 are given in 
Table 1, together with the coefficients for relative 
fractional decreases of these two detectors calculated 
using equation (1). 

On account of the low counting rate of the 
NMD, only the larger Forbush decreases are con
sidered in a regression analysis with respect to the 
neutron monitor at Sanae. The results are also given 
in Table 1, together with the calculated coeffi-

NMD 

3'1M64 

·''-"-~_,___,___,_!c-L-'-'-'~~~_L__L~_u_;, 
12 51020 50100 

RIG101TY iGVl 

Fig. 2. Differential nsponses of the umtro11 moderated deter/or 
(,VA! D) and of the 1VAf64 ueutro11 monitor, for sea level at the 

time of Jllimimmt cosmic ray modult~fioJJ iJJ A1qy 1965. 
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Table 1 

Comparison of calculated and experimental regression coefficients for the fractional decrease in counting rates of 
the Ni\ID relative to the fractional decrease in counting rates of the NM64 for different intensity variations 

Variation 

Type Fractional 

11ray-31 December 1971 (11 year) 9" 
'" Daily mean 

18-26 December 1971 (FD) 9" 
" Hourly 

3-10 August 1972 (PD) 26% 
Hourly 

cients for a. = 1,0 and a = 0,7. The effective pre
event differential responses \Vere used in equation 
(l) for the Ni\1D and the 3NNI64 at Same. From 
Table 1 it is :apparent that the calculated coefficient 
depends on the magnitude of the event, given by 
the fractional Yariation of the counting rate. 

Analysis of the counting rate of the~Ni\ID for 
the period 1 .:\Iay-31 December 1971 shows an 
eleven-year yariation consistent \Vith the modula
tion function (2) \Vith a = 1,0. The large Forbush 
event of 3-10 August 1972 also appears to be 
consistent with a modulation for which a - 1,0 
(D1tl! fl a/., 1973; Stoker, 1973). \\'hen the cal
culated regression coefficients for " l,CJ and 
a = 0,7 afe compared with the e-xperimental 
values, the calculated coefficients for a -=- 1,0 seem 
to over-estimate the experi mentalresults. lluwever, 
the experimental regression values arc not accurate 
enough to distinguish between modulations for 
which a = 1,0 and u = 0,7. Improvement of the 
:results will only be attained if an N~[J) with a 
much higher counting rate to ensure better statis
tical accuracy is installed. 
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Fi._'!,. 3. Pfot of daily average cotmtiuR rates of tbe "Y"1ID relatit'e 
fo the ,V,l!64 for Ati_~lifl 1972, fogctber 1ritb tbe bo~tr!y t•a!uu 
dflrill.l!. the proton/fare ennt of 4 A!lf!,IISI 1972. The broken li11e; 1/l&re 
wlm!ated from the dif!crmlia! respome.r for different l!lodu/atioll 

junctio11.r. 

Regression coefficient: Ni\1DjNi\164 

Calculated Experimental 
Correlation 
CoeHicient 

a----, 1 :1,20 1,18 ± 0,03 0,98 
a'--" 0,7:1,15 

a= 1 :1,20 1,15 ± 0,03 0,93 
a~___, 0,7:1,15 

a----, 1 :1,17 1,13 ± 0,03 0,98 
a= 0,7:1,13 

In Fig. 3 the daily mean counting rates, nor
mali~:ed to the effecthT counting rate for i\Iay 1965, 
are plotted for the N?v[O :relath'C to the 3Ni\164, 
from 1 to 30 August 1972. 1l1e broken lines re
present the relative counting rates calculated for 
modulation functions with a = 1,0 and a = 0,7. 
A regression analysis of the daily mean counting 
rates for August 1972 yields the same value for the 
regression coeA1cient as that given in Table 1 for 
the analysis of hourly counting rates. 

The hourly counting rates for the solar proton 
event on 4 August 1972 are also plotted in Fig. 3 
for the hours 13h00-14h00 and 20h00-21hOO UT. 
The peak intensity of the solar protons \Vas re
corded earlier by the 1'\:i\164 than by the N}..fl). 
This obsen·ation suggests that the spectrum of 
protons arriving initially at earth from the solar 
flare was harder than the spectrum of protons ar
riYing later on, since the i\).ID is more scnsith·e 
to low-energy primaries than the ]'..:;1164. The time 
history of the solar proton spectrum from these 
recordings will be investigated in more derail for 
publication in a later paper. 

Conclusions 
The neutron moderated detector may be used to
gether with a neutron monitor to investigate the 
modulation function for eleven-year variation and 
Forbush decreases, particularly if an N1ID with a 
much higher counting :rate than the one now in 
use at Sanae is used. This detector is particularly 
useful for investigating solar flares, since direc
tional asymmetry is of minor importance if an 
NMD is used together with an N.i\164 at the same 
site. 
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